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As TO DESIGN l'ATENTS. These rules also apply to design patents. "The
law applicable to this class of patents does not materially differ from that
in cases of mechanical patents. ... III ... The same general principles of
construction extend to both." 1 "Aninventor is not permitted to exhibit his
skill and taste in decorative art by the publication of elegant designs through
a course of years, and then debar the public from any further use by obtain-
ing letters patent for the same." 2
It will be observed that I have simply collated the authorities, and made

but few comments and no criticisms. '£he language of some of the cases,
particularly when they speak of the inventor's "consent and allowance,"
should be understood with reference to the law then in force or governing
the decision; but this does not affect their bearing on the general question of
experiments. As to this question the following principles may be considered
fully established: (1) The law permits and encourages proper experi-

ments to test and determine the practical utility of an invention; (2) these
experiments must be made with reasonable diligence, considering all the cir- .
cumstances of the case; (3) they may be made secretly or in public, by uses or
sales, and by the inventor personally or through others; (4) they must not be
for profit, but for the honest purpose of testing and perfecting the invention;
and (5) where improvements are added within the two years, the patent
cannot be allowed to relate back and cover forms preViously given to the
public. EPHRAIM BANNING.
Ohicago, March, 1884.

IBrown, J., in Northup v. Adams, 2
Ban. & A.568; Blodgett, J., in Western
Electric Manuf'g Co. v. Odell, 18 Fed. Rep.
322.

'Nixon, J., in Theberath v. Celluloid
Harness Trimming Co.15 Fed. Rep. 250.

DoYLE v. SPAULDING and others.

ILLINGWORTH V. SAME.

(Oircuit Oourt, D. New Jersey. March 15, 1884.)

1. PATENT-INFRINGEMENT.
Infringement of patent for the manufacture of combined ingots of iron and

steel by means of moulds and a mechanism producing a variable cavity in the
moulds.

2. SAME-INVENTION IN A FOREIGN COUNTRY. .
The use or knOWledge of the use of an invention in a foreign country by per-

sons residing in this country will not defeat a patent which had been granted to
a bonafide patentee who, at the time, was ignorant of the existence of the in-
vention or its use abroad.

In Equity.
J. O. Clayton, for complainants.
Francis Forbes, (with whom was A. Q. Keasbey,) for defendants.
NIXON, J. These two cases will be considered together, for rea·

sons which will hereafter appear. On March 5, 1881, the complain-
ant, illingworth, commenced a in this court against the defend·
ruts for infringement of letters patent No. 166,700, dated August 17,
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1875, for "improvements in moulds for ingots." Thq defendants an-
swered, setting up, among other things, that said letters patent were
void (1) on account of prior knowledge and use of the alleged inven-
tion; (2) because every substantial and material part of the inven-
tion was described and claimed in letters patent No. 99,299, and
granted to one Patrick Doyle, February 1; 1870, for "improvement
in moulds for making combined ingots of steel and iron," and in Eng-
lish letters patent No. 3,801, issued to William Moore by the queen
of Great Britain and Ireland, dated November 21, 1873, and sealed
May 19, 1874; and (3) denying the right of the complainant to re-
cover, because the defendants were the assignees and owners of let-
ters patent No. 240,727, granted to one Alfred E. Jones, and were
entitled to use the invention therein described and shown, notwith:'
standing the letters patent of complamant, on whioh the suit was
brought. .
It appears in the testimony that for several years previous to the

filing of the bill, two of the defendants, Fitzsimmons aJ1d}ennings,
were in the employ of the complainant's firm, and these became fam-
iliar with the use of moulds made under the Doyle patent, which is
set up as anticipating the alleged invention of Illingworth. It also
appears that the complainant used the Doyle patent for several years
previous to 1875, in the manufacture of iron and steel ingots, the in-
ventor Doyle, during the time being in business with the complain-
ant; that the above patent was obtained by Illingworth in view of
the fact Doyle was about going out of the firm, after which, it was
supposed, that the continued use of his patent would not be allowed;
and that he went out and remained away from the complainant from
1875 to 1880, when he returned and became the superintendent of
his works.
On the seventh of May, 1881, Patrick Doyle began his Sllit against

the defendants for the infringement of the letters patent,which had
been set up in the former action as anticipation of the Illingworth
patent. The answer oithe defendants denies (1) that Doyle was the
original and first inventor of the improvements therein claimed, and
(2) alleges that every substantial and material part of the invention
was known to several persons now residing in this country, and by
whom it had been used in Sheffield,England, during their residence
there.
Pending the taking of testimony in these suits, two applications

were made to the court by the respective parties-one by the defendants
in the Illingworth suit, asking that they might be allowed to amend
their answer by inserting the allegation that the invention claimed by
Illingworth was known to certain persons residing in thisconntry, who
used it in the city of Sheffield, England, before coming hither; ·and
the other by the complainant in the Doyle suit, who moved to strike
out the allegation in the answer filed therem. The questions
involve the interpretation of the clause, "not known or used biothel'S
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in this country," in section 4886 of the Revised 'Statutes, which first
appeared in section 24 of the act ofJuly 8, 1$70, and which had
never receiv'ed judicial construction. Being willing to afford the par-
ties an opportunity, without embarrassment, to correct any mistake
which the court might fall into in deciding a matter of first impres-
sion, we allowed the allegation to stand in the answer in the Doyle
suit and to be inserted in the Illingworth answer, and directed the
parties to make their proofs of the.facts and to present their views
more fully at the final hearing.· See Illingworth v. Spaulding, 9 FED.
REP. 611. After a careful consideration of the provisions of the three
sections·of the patent act which bear upon the subject, (sections 4886,
4920, and 4923, Rev. St.,) we are of the opinion that the use, or a
knowledge of the use, of an invention in a foreign country by persons
residing in this country willl)ot defeat·a patent which has here been
granted to a bonafide ",vho at the time was ignorant of the
existence of the invention or its use abroad. .
When the parties began to the proofs they united in a stipu-

lation that the evidence should ·be ent.itled in bqth causes, and that
the two should bearglled together. The defendants also admitted in
writing, iUl'lacb of the cases, thlit before the commencement. of the
suits, and .since the. granting of the letters patent, respec"tively, they
had manufactlued combined ingots of iron and steel in the following
manner and for the following pur·poses: . .

(1) By means of a mould inconformity to letters the United
States, No. 240',727, granted to them April 26, 1881, as assignees of Alfred E.
Jones, a copy of which is hereto annexed, marked Complainants' Exhibit
"Jones' Patent."
(2) By means .of a mould made with two covers, in all respects like that

shown in the above-named letters patent, except that there were two covers
instead of one, and the slide was omitted. The covers are so made 'that a part
of the cover first 'used projects into· the mould:. The process is M follows:
The mould being clamped together,.thefirst metal to be cast is poured into it,
and, When sufficiently set, the cover is removed and asecond one, pel,'fectly fiat,
is inserted in its -place.Wben this is done there remains a space between the
newly-cast metal and the side or cov:er of the mould into which is cast the re-
maining part 'of the 'ingot. The mould is shoWn in the model, complainants'
Exhibit E, where both covers are used and· the slide is omitted-one eover
having'apfojection into the mould and the other being fiat.
(3) BYllleansof a moulq of each pll(rt being composed, usual,

in two-part moulds, of three sides rising from a closed base. The
of the mould is as foll(,)ws: The, two of the mould are joined together
in the usual manner by rings and wedges, and an ingot is cast therein in the
usual way. Immediately that the metal is set, one side of· the mould iare-
moved and another, a little larger,is fixed by rings and wedges in the,place
of the side'removed. Into thll adjacent to thEl,g!.qwing in-
got of metal, tl:!e ignot, is p"'ll'ed..When suf-
ficiently co01Eld combined Ingot is removed, as: is usualt" 'lone .In ingot
mOUlds, of' two parts. Thia!lllouid' is represented by complainant's Exhibit
F. '£he size aodproportions of the parts; however, are not correct; only the
arrangement and operation of the are intended to be illustrated.
(4) By mellons of a lllou,ld of.two parts, io which one of the parts is like t.he
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ordinary two-part mould, viz., with three sides and a: bottom,. the other ....pam;
being made fiat on one side, and with a on the otheJ;,
as to project between the sides and into the other part, when the twp
joined together. The operation of the mould is as follows: The two
of the mould being joined together by lings and wedges. in the usual way,
(the projecting part of one side extending into the recess in the other,) the
metal is cast into it; and when the metal is set, the side with the projectil'lD
is removed and turned so that its flat side is towards the center of. the mould;
there is thus left an open space in the mould illto which is metal
which is intended to complete the ingot. The combined ingot is removed in
the ordinary way of removing single ingots. 'J;his 'mould is represented by
complainant's ,Exhibit G. The same limitation' is 'made in regard to this
exhibit as to Exhibit F, above. :1.. .
(5) By means of a mould similar:to that last described, with the exception

that instead of one cover there are tWQ-:-one and one having a pro-
jection on its inner surface, as just 'described. The operation is the same as
of Exhibit G, with the exception that instead of turning the cover so that thE!
projection shall be outermost, the fiat cover is· used. This mould is l'eprt'-
sented by Exhibit H. The same limitation is made to this exhibit as to Ex-
hibit F, above. FRANCIS FORBES,

Solicitor for the Defendantl!l in the Above
Newark, New Jersey, October 8, 1881.

The subject-matter of the controversy has .reference .to the use of
moulds in casting combined ingots of iron and steel. The patent oldest
in date for the employment of mechanism for such a purpose was
granted to Patrick Doyle on February!, 18:70, and numbered 99,-
299. The patentee says that his invention relates to improvements
in moulds for making ingots of iron and steel in a manner 80 as to
dispose of the one metal on one or more sides of the other, and to se-
cure a perfect union ,of the two ; and that it consists of a vertical
mould of four or other number of· plainsidesj one or more of which
may be detachable and clamped to the, others by strong bands, in
which a strong thick plate of metal is arranged to fit near one side,
from top to bottom, snugly, to occupy a part of the space :when the
metal, of which the greater part of the'ingot is to be, composed, is
poured in, and to remain until the same h8is solidified sufficiently to
retain its position,' when it is withdrawn, leaving a space for the
other metal, which, being poured in, unites perfectly' with the first,
and forms the required composition irigot. . ,
In introducing his specifications, the patentee speaks of his inven-

tion as an improved mould lor making combined iron and steel ingots,
thereby implying that other moulds were in use, of which he regarded
his as an improvement. Not only the scope of this patent, but the
validity of the subsequent issues to Illingworth and Jones, must be
determined by the state of the art at the time when the Doyle patent
"'as granted. The evidence on this subject is meager. After look..
ing through the testimony with care, we faiil to find anythingrelat-
ing to the state of the art, except toe statement Illingworth,
that he had been engaged in the steelbusiIi68s for 17 years; th.a.t
.,rior to Doyle's invention he' had anymouldsor'other
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mechanism with which skate metal, which was a combination of steel
and iron, could be made; that the only mode of manufacturing such
a combination, of which he had any knowledge, was to weld together
the iron and steel into one bar, and then rolling it out; and that this
was the only method then in use at his works. Accepting this as
the state of the art at this time, it must be conceded that there was
novelty and value in the Doyle improvement. It was a step from the
mere mechanical combination by welding, to a chemical one result-
ing from the fusion and union of the two metals when in a heated
state. It was the introduction. of the variable cavity, whereby the
amount of the one metal or the other could be accurately adjusted
and obtained by the exercise of ordinary mechanical skill. Weare
confirmed in our view of the novelty of the Doyle patent by the fact
that as late as 1873 a patent was granted in England to William
Moore, for substantially the same device for making combined ingots
of iron and steel, securing the variable cavity by the use of a slide,
which would hardly have been applied for if such a method of casting
ingots had previously been in use in England as the defendants so
earnestly contend.
On the argument, the counsel for the defendants insisted that the

complainant had failed to prove any infringement. The reason why
specific proof was not offered was doubtless owing to the circum-
stance that the defendants admitted the performance of acts and the
use of instrumentalities which the complainant assumed would be
sufficient to satisfy the court of the fact of infringement. For instance,
the defendants filed in the cases an admission that they had man-
ufactured combined ingots of iron and steel by means of a mould
made in conformity to the letters patent No. 240,727, granted to them
April 26, 1881, as assignees of Alfred E. Jones. If we understand
the argument of counsel, it is that there was a failure of eKpert
testimony to inform the court whether or not such an 6ct was an in-
fringement of the several patents of the complainants. We fail to
see how experts' testimony would be of service. Numerous experts
could, undoubtedly, have been found both by the complainant and
the defendants who would respectively maintain the views of their
employers on a question of that sort, but their evidence would not
greatly help the court in deciding what is simply a question of mechan-
ical equivalents. Having in our hands the respective letters patent,
the models, and the moulds used, we trust it will not be set down as
presumption to addtbatwe M"e quite as much confidence in our
own judgment as we should have in the opinion of experts whether
the' use of the one was an infringement of the claims of 'either of the
others.
ltn-eednot be claimed that Doyle was. the fi·rst penson who; used

moulds iIii casting ingots of iron ;01' steel; but the evidence 'shows
that he wastheli'i'st who mariuftliCtured combined ingots of these met-
ala by the use of znechanism which .produced a variable cavity In the
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moulds. The several patents of IDingworth and Jones reach the same
result as to the variable cavity, but IDingworth has changed and, as
we think, improved the mechanism. In the Doyle patent the cavity
for one of the moulds is made by the use of an iron or steel slide, and
in the Illingworth by two covers-one with a plain or straight surface,
and the other recessed. If such a substituted instrumentality of the
mechanism is not a mere equivalent for the metal slide of Doyle, the
patent may be held good for the improvement,although it is valueless
except in combination with Doyle's invention, and can no more be
used without his consent than Doyle can use Illingworth's improve-
ment without his consent.
The first admission of the defendants is their use of moulds made

in conformity to the Jones letters patent. We regard this as a clear
infringement of the Doyle patent. Their second, third, fourth, and
fifth admissions embrace the use of instrumentalities which not only
infringe the Doyle invention, but also the improvement of the IDing-
worth patent. There are differences in construction and mode of
operation shown, but these are not radical or independent enough to
take them out olthe category of mechanical equivalents.
Let a decree be entered in favor of the complainant in both cases

for an injunction, and the usual order of reference be made for an
account.

HICKS v. OTTO and others.

(Oirouit Court, B. D. New York. March 18,1884.)

1. PATENT-VALIDITY OF REISSUE-CLmICAL THBRMOMETER.
The original patent for a clinical thermOineter, in place of which reissued let-

ters No. 10,189 were taken out l was broad enough to cover a tube in which themercurial column is magnifiea by means of a raised ridge haVing a sharper
curvature than the main shaft, even though the column is not placE!d beyond
the mechanical center of the main tube. The reissue, therefore, more specif-
ically describing this device, is valid.

2. SAME-PRIOR USE-LoCATION OB' THE BORE.
The characteristic of this patent is that the bore is back of the mechanical

axis of the curved surface through which it is vieWed. Prior use of a so-called
magnifying tube, with the bore at the center or in front of it,does not defeat
the patent.'

In Eq\lity. .
Frost et (Joe, for plaintiff;
Brieseri et Steele, for defendants. . .
WALLACE, J. Infringement is alleged of the first and second claims

of reissued letters patent No. 10,189, granted August'29, 1882ftoL.
'Peroni, assignor of J"amesJoseph Hicks, for ab improvementin'ther-
'mometers, . The invention ofl'eroni was pa.tented in Englalld:,'lan.
uary 24, 1878, and the onginalpatent·herewasissuedDeeember:9,


